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Plan New Award
For Debate Squad
Twelve Debates to Earn Famous "L" Award
As addition to the present list of "L," an award was made by the forensics board at a recent meeting, this being that a "Plain "L" is awarded to men who take part in two intracollegiate debates and extracollegiate subjects, subject to the following conditions.

1. A "Plain "L" is awarded to members of the class of 1927 and that at the discretion of the members three of the above named men will earn this award.

In addition to the above, a forensic "L" is awarded to men representing the college in any intracollegiate debate and extracollegiate subjects, subject to the following conditions.

2. A "Double "L" is awarded to men who have taken part in both intracollegiate debate and extracollegiate subjects, he must have won either first or second place in at least one intracollegiate competition, and must have taken part in two intercollegiate debates and extracollegiate subjects, and have been a member of at least one winning team.

3. A Distinctive "L" is awarded to men who have won three extracollegiate debates on three different questions, and a team winning first in any state extracollegiate. etc.

4. A "L" Distinctive "L" is awarded to men who have won three extracollegiate debates on three different questions, and a team winning first in any state extracollegiate. etc.

5. A "Distinctive "L" is awarded to men who have won three extracollegiate debates on three different questions, and a team winning first in any state extracollegiate. etc.

Kinsman Addresses Minnesota Teachers
Dr. O. Kinsman addressed the Minnesota State teacher's association convention which was held in St. Paul last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, in which he dealt with various subjects that concern the meetings of the various depar-ments of the convention.

Mr. Kinsman said at the theme he dis-cussed before a joint meeting of the honorary, constitutional, and citizenship de-partments. He addressed a meet-ing of the history department under the subject of "Teaching of History in Minnesota" and spoke in the other departments on the subject of "Citizenship." It was applied directly to their courses.

The convention went on record as ac-knowledging the chapters not to elect girls to form about two important amend-ments which were added to the constit-u tion. One was that each chapter shall have only one female member entitled to order. The second was that the local chapter must have at least five members, and five members must have been officially enrolled.

The third amendment was that only accredited small college shall be a member of the class that is active in the chemistry "L" was one of the best subjects in the class.

The convention adjourned last year and this year the precedent is being followed by the present class of 27.

The First National Bank of Appleton, Wis.
"The Largest Bank in Outagamie County"
Solicits Your Business

For Debate Squad...
Thirty-five couples at a Harvest dance

8th. Menning's Orchestra played for

held at Elk's Hall, Saturday, November 13.

James, '27, Loyal, Wisconsin; and Maur-

Radio Party

Essex Announces

Entertainers were the members of a radio party given by Professor and Mrs. E. C. Tuve and Miss, 8, and Mrs. E. C. Tuve.

Assurance Miss Fitzer’s

Engagement

The engagement of Miss Iowa Fitzer to Mr. H. W. Eden was announced at a Sigma Alpha Theta sorority supper in the home of President Tuve, Tuesday evening at his home on 892 Winnebago street. A bountiful breakfast followed the supper, at which Russell Spoor was elected vice president in place of Harold Pearson who did not return to school, and Marie Miller elected secretary and treasurer in place of Evie Jarnet, who resigned.

Lawrence Self

Enjoyed Dinner

 Theta Sigma Phi and Pi Delta Epilson entertained the Lawrence staff and their friends at a dinner Friday evening, November 12, at Guild Hall. Miss Emily Backalot, alumna member of the chapter of Theta Sigma Phi and Professor and Mrs. Frank Clippinger were the speakers. About forty guests were present. Wine was furnished by D. E. Bowers, Sigma Phi, and Russell Spoor, Theta Sigma Phi, was the toastmaster. Some new features in the line of novelty dances proved to be the spice of the program. Punch was served to two little girls who wore "Lawrence" caps and aprons.

Obe Dunn Beutifully

Gives Dinner For Faculty Member Weds

Dr. Samuel Plantz addressed the Y. M. C. A. and W. C. A. at a joint meeting last Friday night. He urged the men and women to participate in religious activities on the campus.

If we aim to grow into men and women of faith and spiritual power, we can do so only by keeping in touch with spiritual things, and by entering into the religious life of the college," declared President Plantz.

The speaker declared the first task too many people are so engrossed in social pleasures and secular interests that they have no time for spiritual activities. "Every power of man does things through woman," he said. "If you neglect the voice of your conscience and essentially, you will soon cease to function. The person who utterly neglects his relations to God and renders as form of Christian service will soon find that his spiritual reluctance will deny with him."

Diploma Initiative

In plantation department of influence.

It is his opinion that we can grow spiritually as well as we take our college exams, provided we give part of our time to such attainments.

Miss Laura O'Connell, '27, contributed to the meeting with a violin solo.

at this service were Lawrence Highs, Harold Arna, '25, John Noren, '24, George Christopher, and Red Havens, '28. They sang "Pi Delta" and "I Am a Servant" to the Congress Cafe whose a bunch was served. A few were internally discussed for the special honoring times of the LawrenceSelf.
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EXPLORING

Pleasure Island

Have you forgotten the way to Pleasure Island? It’s a land that children enter easily, at a moment’s notice. But most grown folks have lost the chart. Some of them even doubt that there is a Pleasure Island.

Here, in this storied box of chocolates—Whitman’s Pleasure Island Package—is proof that the glance of some of the contents of the box brings back the memories of the days when "we were children." The Whitman’s Pleasure Island helps you remember your childhood.

To the adult the Pleasure Island is a playground for the imagination. It can be enjoyed by those who have lost their childhood.

To the child it is a trip to a land of fantasy. A land where the imagination can take flight. A land of imagination and adventure.

Here, in this box of chocolates, you can find the pleasures of childhood.

The contents of the box are: A purple chocolate bar, a white chocolate bar, a milk chocolate bar, a dark chocolate bar, and a caramel bar.

Each of the bars is decorated with a different design, making it an attractive gift.

The box itself is made of a cardboard box, which is decorated with an illustration of a child’s toy boat. The box is closed with a "Pleasure Island" logo.

The Pleasure Island Package is a perfect gift for children and adults alike. It is a reminder of childhood memories, and a fun way to bring back those memories.

Whitman’s Pleasure Island Package is available at your local candy store or online at whiteman.com.
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**Catches All the Campus Dirt**
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**Old Indian Relics Given To Museum**

An excellent collection of Indian relics has been added to the museum of the American history department, under Dr. Kellogg, through a gift by Burton Manson, '27.

This gift includes many interesting pieces, some of which are in an excellent state of preservation. The largest is a two-foot piece of wood, naturally flinted, probably used as a hammer or a club to "knock the head of man or beast," as Mr. Manson puts it. There is a collection of some twenty arrow heads, perfect in shape, which the donor did not pick up on the north east shore of Lake Winnebago. Another hand was picked up on the shore at Waverly beach. It is not clear what was found at that beach that once kept his eyes open.

That the site of this city was once the domain of the red man was proved by Mr. Manson, who has some excellent specimens of pottery in a Indian mound near the valley of the "Stone Flutes." The Mr. Manson found a flint drill, which is included in the collection.

The interesting historical collection of the department is rapidly growing in size and value through contributions such as Mr. Manson's.

---

**Admitted to Museum**

The latest addition to Lawrence we so a rare iron ore specimen said to be the first saw in America, and was brought in 1884 by Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Truesdell.

The store was obtained through the efforts of Mr. Coates, who is now saving an excellent state of preservation. The largest pieces, some of which are in an excellent state of preservation. The largest is a two-foot piece of wood, naturally flinted, probably used as a hammer or a club to "knock the head of man or beast," as Mr. Manson puts it. There is a collection of some twenty arrow heads, perfect in shape, which the donor did not pick up on the north east shore of Lake Winnebago. Another hand was picked up on the shore at Waverly beach. It is not clear what was found at that beach that once kept his eyes open.

That the site of this city was once the domain of the red man was proved by Mr. Manson, who has some excellent specimens of pottery in a Indian mound near the valley of the "Stone Flutes." The Mr. Manson found a flint drill, which is included in the collection.

---

**Former Journalism Head**

Miss Agnes Kellar, '25, an d Maurice Peer- bond, who is repored to be the first white women to report only what the author sees." He is a superlativ coed, his review, "Our Presidental Candidate," appears in the November issue of "The Bulletin." It is in contrast to the usual barroom and boxing stories of the above-mentioned periodicals. He says, "Miss Kellar, who is a member of the three novice staffs, may be chosen among those books which attempt to report only what the author sees."
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Feature Blue Vs. Hamline In Big Game

Homemaking Crowd to See Fight Between Well-Matched Elevens

Lawrence homemaking is apt to be forgoing a Lawrence-Hamline football game and those of the all-star and college stars who rule the buffet scene two years ago by the Marquette-Ripon game, as chances that the homemaking crowd will be turned aside by the pair on the Lawrence schedule. In the fall of 1922, such games were a part of the Homemaking program, and it is a fairly contested battle the Hamline squad with that fellow, will also bear considerable trouble at Hamline last year. M'Coy, a test as he was injured when he hit a man to get away. However, he may be developed so that he will probably use him to fill one of the end positions. "Champ" is a fine placed running back with a hard-hitting line plunger, and a fast, tricky runner. He would be hard to find a better combination of men with their abilities than that which exists in Eason and Bottcher, both of whom are on this year's Blue and White squad.

"Champ" Bottcher

No backfield is complete without a hard-hitting line plunger, and a fast, tricky runner. It would be hard to find a better combination of men with their abilities than that which exists in Eason and Bottcher, both of whom are on this year's Blue and White squad.
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Beloit, Knox Carleton-In Dope-Spillers Beloit Hoels, Cornell, 3:3 Carleton Promves Makespeare...

In the dope-spilling contest Saturday, Beloit, Knox and Carleton feasted. Cornell clipped to beat Beloit by two touchdowns, were given the score of their team when Beloit made them the mark for a 3:2 contest. Carleton, however, cleared the Midwest conference with a straight win, will probably be given the unchallenged claim she contention in a tie with Lawrence or Knox instead of getting the conference on the committee. Knox含量, out of the score by winning by a score of 31, 7, holding the Wisconsin team to a 7-7 tie, was helpful before the Knox aggr...ation to account of injuries. Dope, clipped to be on a par with Beloit, whitewashed the Paul Piper to the in 3:14. Beloit, regarded now as the weakest team in the Midwest conference, will stand up against Law...year is their third conference game of the season.

The Lawrenceian's basketball schedule is the best of any underwritten by a blue and white team in the history of the school, until two years ago Lawrence had a schedule of eight games each year. Last year eighteen opponents were played, but this year a hard schedule of seven games has already been arranged. If the team comes through as is expected, Lawrence will be among the leaders in both the Little Five and the Midwest Conference. The MEMPHIS College

The team Lawrence played on the Iowa trip last year and all playing at Appleton this year, but a trip has been planned into Illinois, the Lawrenceians playing three games there. Seven Midwest Conference games have been arranged, and besides this several other games have been scheduled. Undoubtedly the feature game of this season will be the tilt against the Marquette University squad on the Hilltoppers ever have a first class team.

Only three of last four men have been lost. Coke is indispensable because of the new nine semester rule, while Christopher, last year's captain, is now teaching Newspapers High School. "Red" Miller is now attending West Virginia, where he is out for basketball. Lawrence still recall that coach Dusy's team last year was fast, and that all players playing third in the Midwest Conference. With Keal, Eisen, Holstein, and Beine, who are now playing football, and Atwood, Collings, Hogan, Heister, Davis, Gentry, Clark, and Reiby, now out for basket...nt, Dusy has the nucleus of a promising team. All these men are experienced players and are also familiar with Dusy's style of play.
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Only three of last four men have been lost. Coke is indispensable because of the new nine semester rule, while Christopher, last year's captain, is now teaching Newspapers High School. "Red" Miller is now attending West Virginia, where he is out for basketball. Lawrence still recall that coach Dusy's team last year was fast, and that all players playing third in the Midwest Conference. With Keal, Eisen, Holstein, and Beine, who are now playing football, and Atwood, Collings, Hogan, Heister, Davis, Gentry, Clark, and Reiby, now out for basket...nt, Dusy has the nucleus of a promising team. All these men are experienced players and are also familiar with Dusy's style of play.

**Basketball Schedule**
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Jan. 10 Lawrence at Northwestern

Feb. 26 Knox at Lawrence
Feb. 10 Marquette at Lawrence
Feb. 3 Carroll at Lawrence
Feb. 16 Marquette at Carroll
Feb. 18 Carroll at Lawrence
Feb. 15 Lawrence at Carroll
Feb. 14 Carver at Lawrence
Feb. 8 Lawrence at Carroll
Feb. 10 Knox at Lawrence
Feb. 12 Lawrence at Carroll
Mar. 9 Lawrence at Beloit
Mar. 4 Lawrence at Milwaukee

**Shorts On Sports**

By McGlone Lawrence, who enjoy cross-country running is he for the most of his life when he resides from Marquette and Lawrence on the morning of the home-coming game and finish in front of the grandstand at Lawrence field. Marquette boasts the fastest cross-country team in recent years. Motive think of Krums in a Dip or a comparison of the Lawrence College athletic season. Participants are requested to sign up for the event immediately at the coach's office.

**Student Supplies**

Appleton.

Beloit, Knox Carleton-In Dope-Spillers Beloit Hoels, Cornell, 3:3 Carleton Promves Makespeare...

In the dope-spilling contest Saturday, Beloit, Knox and Carleton feasted. Cornell clipped to beat Beloit by two touchdowns, were given the score of their team when Beloit made them the mark for a 3:2 contest. Carleton, however, cleared the Midwest conference with a straight win, will probably be given the unchallenged claim she contention in a tie with Lawrence or Knox instead of getting the conference on the committee. Knox含量, out of the score by winning by a score of 31, 7, holding the Wisconsin team to a 7-7 tie, was helpful before the Knox aggr...ation to account of injuries. Dope, clipped to be on a par with Beloit, whitewashed the Paul Piper to the in 3:14. Beloit, regarded now as the weakest team in the Midwest conference, will stand up against Law...year is their third conference game of the season.
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The Lawrenceian's basketball schedule is the best of any underwritten by a blue and white team in the history of the school, until two years ago Lawrence had a schedule of eight games each year. Last year eighteen opponents were played, but this year a hard schedule of seven games has already been arranged. If the team comes through as is expected, Lawrence will be among the leaders in both the Little Five and the Midwest Conference. The team Lawrence played on the Iowa trip last year and all playing at Appleton this year, but a trip has been planned into Illinois, the Lawrenceians playing three games there. Seven Midwest Conference games have been arranged, and besides this several other games have been scheduled. Undoubtedly the feature game of this season will be the tilt against the Marquette University squad on the Hilltoppers ever have a first class team.

Only three of last four men have been lost. Coke is indispensable because of the new nine semester rule, while Christopher, last year's captain, is now teaching Newspapers High School. "Red" Miller is now attending West Virginia, where he is out for basketball. Lawrence still recall that coach Dusy's team last year was fast, and that all players playing third in the Midwest Conference. With Keal, Eisen, Holstein, and Beine, who are now playing football, and Atwood, Collings, Hogan, Heister, Davis, Gentry, Clark, and Reiby, now out for basket...nt, Dusy has the nucleus of a promising team. All these men are experienced players and are also familiar with Dusy's style of play.
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Dec. 15 Milton at Lawrence
Jan. 17 Lawrence at Lawrence
Jan. 8 Lawrence at La Pointe
Jan. 10 Lawrence at Northwestern

Feb. 26 Knox at Lawrence
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Feb. 3 Carroll at Lawrence
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Appleton.
The sixtieth freshmen who flunked the ordinary examinations held by the Eng-lish department recently, will be used as the basis for practice material for the students in teachers’ English class. At present the failures are being used for a weekly ‘quiz’ quiz, which meets in Mr. Hannon’s room, No. 1, Main Hall, every Monday night from twelve to eight o’clock. Individual training of the freshmen will probably be done by prospective teachers, later in the quarter.

Miss Irma Sherman, instructor in pn-e at the conservatory of music where two piano selections are Thursday afternoon.

Cecilia Seim, ’25, and Grace Ethier, ’25, were in Milwaukee, visiting last weekend.

The best substitute for a new suit is a thorough cleaning and pressing of the old one by the Richmond Company.

Valereia

The Valereia method shapes your suits and coats at the same time they are being pressed, restoring their original lines and styles. Prices are far less than for ordinary pressing.

Valereeia created by the

Waffle Breakfast
Sunday, November 15, 6 to 8 A. M.
The First Methodist Episcopal Church

East End Barber Shop
WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL LINES OF HAIRCUTTING
609 College Avenue
(Near the Campus)

Behnke & Jens
Quality Clothes and Hats
Sellers of Fashion Park, Fitform
and Collegian Clothes
Steele Hats and Furnishings
375 College Avenue

Hold Debate Try-Outs On November 17

For Women
BELTS have just arrived in smart latest styles, various colors and widths at a low price. Drop in and look them over.

SWEATERS. Do you like to enhance your beauty? Positively. Yes, and you’ll find your beauty enhanced by having one of these attractive fall style sweaters. They are of different models and colors. Price from $2.45 up to $7.75.

HORSE of good quality at a low price. You’ll find these hosiery will serve you satisfactorily.

GLOVES, fancy with stripes in the latest attractive fashions have recently arrived. They come in different qualities and colors at very reasonable prices.

Substitutions!

THE STANDARD OF TASTE

Certainly you’ll feel good taste and satisfaction after your Turkey dinner, but you’ll feel the same way after you have purchased any articles from this store.

For Men

HORSEY, reasonable in price, fine looking, and warm, in silk and wool at 85¢ per pair or 3 pairs for $2.25, in all wool at 75¢ per pair or 3 pairs for $2.00, and in cotton and wool at 60¢ per pair or 2 pairs for $1.25.

FUR LINED GLOVES. Winter is coming, you’ll feel better by possessing a pair of these gloves to keep your hands from freezing. Colors, dark gray at $1.00 per pair.

For Women

BELTS have just arrived in smart latest styles, various colors and widths at a low price. Drop in and look them over.

SWEATERS. Do you like to enhance your beauty? Positively. Yes, and you’ll find your beauty enhanced by having one of these attractive fall style sweaters. They are of different models and colors. Price from $2.45 up to $7.75.

HORSE of good quality at a low price. You’ll find these hosiery will serve you satisfactorily.

GLOVES, fancy with stripes in the latest attractive fashions have recently arrived. They come in different qualities and colors at very reasonable prices.

Prepared by C. T. Yee, '25